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When we published the last
Newsbrief no one really foresaw what
the situation would be now and, of
course, no one knows what the future
holds for the railway and for
everyone.

What we do know is that the railway is shut
away and secure and we left it ready to reopen for
the season. When we can run again we will be in
as good as position as possible and unlike most
other businesses we don’t have huge fixed
overheads. This issue tells of what we had
achieved until the time came when we could not
continue.

It might look as though the carriage shed is complete but, unfortunately, it is just an artist’s impression.
Henry Unterreiner
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You should all know by now that the AGM planned for
April 25th is cancelled without any alternative date being
planned. Once we know anything we will let members know
but it is not expected that we will be able to do anything for
a considerable time. The last Newsbrief came with various
papers for the AGM and we hope that this issue will have
the reports that you would have got at the AGM.
On 21st March, Bernard Chorley sent out the following
message to volunteers which says it all.
Dear all museum and railway volunteers
Following on from Boris Johnson’s televised press
conference yesterday, the Chairman of the Kempton Great
Engines Trust and the Hampton Kempton Waterworks
Railway Ltd has given a strong steer that work at the
museum and railway should cease for the time being. I think
we have to respect that and, if you had planned to come in,
spend the next week or two making sure everything is safe
and secure for a period of several months – or more. I must
stress that I am not asking you come in but if you do you
should follow the now well-publicised guidelines from
Public Health England.
If you want to discuss this more urgently then please
email me. Please feel free to carry on with anything you
want to do for the museum or railway at home. I will let you
know as soon as there is any change. If you wish to reply my
email address is bernard@chorleyland.co.uk I wondered
about setting up a Hangouts Group or Facebook account so
that we can keep in touch. If you think it would be a good
idea, then please let me know.
I am very, very sorry about this but hopefully we will all
be back fit and healthy before the end of the year.
Keep well,
Bernard Chorley

The committee have taken advantage of modern
communications and have held a virtual meeting using
ZOOM – another is planned.
The next Newsbrief is due mid-July but I doubt there
will be anything to report. If any of you would like to send
me stories about your involvement with our railway I would
be happy to publish them.

Some Safety and Operations Notes
Jim Castle, Safety Officer MWBRS/HKWR
The Society was about to launch safety awareness
campaign for Volunteers working on the Railway as we seek
to reduce minor accidents and prevent anything more serious
happening. The current emergency has put that on hold.
The commonest accidents that occur are caused by tripping,
slipping and falling over.
The Railway is inherently dangerous in this regard
because of rails, sleepers, pointwork, signs and markers in
the ground. Care must be taken at all times move around the
Railway to avoid injury to yourself and others. A reminder
that Volunteers must never walk on rails or sleepers; always
use paths where they exist or walk on the ballast. Many
similar hazards await when construction work gets going in
the South Field because of the uneven ground, dumped soil
and waste, and vegetation – all waiting to trip you up.
Rail vehicles are also a particular hazard; traction units,
carriages and wagons. They are all heavy and difficult to
stop. Most have brakes, some do not, and care has to be
taking moving vehicles and stabling them. Procedures are
detailed in our Rule Book and must be adhered to by all
concerned.
Many of the Society, whilst having a keen interest in all
matters concerning railways, have never worked at the sharp
end of a running railway and so there is a steep learning
curve for Volunteers to ensure their safety and that of our
visitors. Not only is the Society and our railway operation
answerable to the Health and Safety Executive in general,
we are also regulated by Her Majesty’s Railway
Inspectorate.
We will repeat this when we start running again. Ed.

Then on 11th April another message
Message to the Metropolitan Water Board Railway Society
Members
During this very difficult time of the Covid-19 epidemic I
send this message on behalf of HKWR to all MWBRS
members.
As you are probably aware HKWR is closed until further
notice. This is of course disappointing and frustrating but
we must follow the Government’s instructions in this regard.
I would like to assure all members that we will re-open
the railway as soon as possible. A further communication
will be sent out when this is due and the website will be kept
updated to reflect the latest situation.
I would like to thank you all for your continued support,
this helps us to achieve our objectives of constructing and
operating this important heritage railway. I do hope that
you will make use of your membership and visit us again
once we are able to re-open.
Michael Hamilton, Chairman HKWR
On 14th April there was a reassuring message to
committee members from Bernard Chorley that there are no
significant concerns financially. That must be good and how
many other organisations can say that today!
He added, I popped down to Kempton today to check that
the railway and museum remain secure and they are (we
have a roster of volunteers checking twice a week). The realigned track looked good, the new carriage shed area was
dry (shame we can’t get on with it) and everything was
green (including Simon Brown’s plants which were in flower
and looked great). It’s a shame there are no passengers to
see it.

Flooded field after downpour - mid February
Jerry Scholefield
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The digging out of the new trackbed was completed.
More rails were taken up and ballast moved to the new
trackbed.
Track laying continued with another rail bolted down
and a second rail almost bent to fit the next location. The
sleepers for the straight section passed the shed were
positioned.
With one of the wettest winters for a while the site is
turning something like the Somme battlefield complete with
narrow gauge railways!
Work on Darent continued in the “tent”.
Bernard Hales was busy fitting a new loader to the
tractor which will make it better than the digger for some
applications.
Sunday 2nd February
Good progress was made again today, lifting all the track
to beyond the running shed, ballasting and moving the
sleepers to their new location. Bernard Chorley was assisted
by David Van R, Gordon, Les Munckton and Steve.
In addition, the saddle tank was refitted to Darent using

Working Parties Report Sunday 26th January
There were 6 volunteers
on site at Kempton. They lifted the rails up to the level
crossing, laid Terram in the new trackbed and shifted ballast
from the old area. After adding a dumper full of new ballast,
this brought the new area up to roughly the right height to
move the sleepers.
Tuesday 28th January
A cold wind but sunny
and fine for outside work. 32 volunteers were signed in – a
record for winter months and possibly anytime.
Once again there was some work being undertaken on
Darent & elsewhere.
However, the main effort was in the track moving. Some
considerably time was spent accurately locating sleepers for
the next couple of lengths This is a departure from our

A rare view of the tool van in use

Hugh Smith

previous method which was to lay the track so that it looked
right and so that the curve did not get too tight. Most
sleepers are now laid to within 5mm of where they should
be and then the rail is bent to fit the sleepers. More use of
the hydraulic rail bender makes it quicker and easier to use
especially since it was modified a little. It has actually
developed a small oil leak and it is hoped it will finish the
job without failure.
At the end of the day track laying had almost reached the
straight length which will be alongside the new shed.
Meanwhile, some stony material was brought in to
improve the access just inside the gate which was turning
into a quagmire. The digger and dumper then continued to
dig out more of the new trackbed.
Thursday 30th January
Cloudy with a little rain
but not enough to stop work. Warm

Track lifted near the level crossing. This gives an idea
how much it had to be moved.

The saddle tank is refitted to Darent

John Fevyer

the crane.
Tuesday 4th February
A cold start becoming less noticeable as work
progressed. A wind over the weekend had dried the ground
somewhat.
Darent was being worked on in the tent.
The main working group was split into four. One was
laying rails. The first rail was not easy as it was a straight
section which was difficult to achieve from a curved rail.
The second rail was much easier as it was much nearer the
shape required.
Another team were following the rail layers tamping and
adjusting the cant. They quickly caught up with the rail
layers so went back and started to fill the void where the
original track had been.
Gang three were positioning sleepers ahead of rail laying
and gang four were digging a trench under the line and
laying a pipe in it to help drain the top of the field.
Meanwhile, Joni was welding up the wide digger bucket
where it had started to split.
Thursday 6th February
A cold and
Relaying
proceeds
area”
misty
start turning
intotowards
a warmthe
and“Performance
sunny afternoon.
Track laying continued with another three rails laid. This
was easier than previous as it was mainly straight.
The digger was levelling off the area by the loading
siding, not really connected with the track move but to make
the area look better and be less of a trip hazard.
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Friday 7th February
(Robert Leadbetter reports)
Friday was chosen to work on clearing the survey path
on the heritage track bed at Hampton because Tuesdays and
Thursdays are the nominated days for working on the
Hanworth Loop.
Much of the 400 metres between gates 2 and 3 (just
north of Hyde’s Field station) is dead wood and a few
brambles.
Thames Water have felled trees on our track bed so we
have to chop up the felled trunk and branches at some time
in the future This about the same work as we had on the
deviation loop some years back. However, we do not think it
will take too long to clear if we get more volunteers down
there. Needless to say all volunteer man hours are currently
spent on getting the Hanworth Loop ready for the March
opening day.
Sunday 9th February
Too windy to do much
except tie everything down! The Darent gang did get the
back of the cab fitted.
Tuesday 11th February
Still windy but not so
bad. A cold start but sunny all day.

the last length of track before the King point.
Meanwhile, track laying continued in a clockwise
direction and by lunch time had reached the front of the
running shed. Lunch was declared early as there what
looked like a prolonged and heavy shower. The surveyors
had finished and after lunch the track gang started to relay
from the King point in an anti-clockwise direction and by
the end of the day only about two panel lengths remained to
be re-laid. This was the most successful day for the track
laying.
Elsewhere on the Loop, soil was being moved about to
landscape the site.
As always at the moment, Darent was being worked on.
Tuesday 18th February
A reasonable but windy
day until about 3pm when heavy rain brought outside
activities to an end.
Track relaying continued with another three rail lengths
laid. As there were sufficient volunteers it was decided to
start topping up the ballast where needed. That involved
moving the Bursledon coach which was in the way and has a
tendency to derail. However, with care it stayed on the
tracks and the ballast wagons parked behind it were able to
be moved out. The two wagons held just enough ballast for

Here the new track alignment crossed over the old
from left to right
Back by the compost heap, the void beside the track
was being filled and the track was being ballasted

Further surveying resulted in the lifting of more track
down towards the King point and the sleepers being
repositioned. Meanwhile the track gang continued with the
track relaying from the new level crossing – about 2½
lengths laid.
Another gang continued filling the void created by
moving the track near the compost heap.
Thursday 13th February
Despite a poor weather
forecast the day turned out better than expected.
The track gang (Jim H & Richard P) were on site by 9am
but the surveyors (David L & John M) were already there
placing sleepers leading to the King point. They also lifted

the section near the compost heap which had already been
tamped. The loco could go no further until some packing has
been done but that is a job for another day.
Some landscaping took place in the same area.
Work continued on Darent.
Thursday 20th February
Warm and dull in
morning becoming very wet later.
David Lewis and Joni attacked a large piece of concrete
just inside the loading siding gate with a Kango hammer. It
proved to be too big to remove but was reduced to below
ground level which was all that was needed.
Track laying continued with another rail laid. That left

Using the rail bender to get the right curve
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just two closure rails. Unfortunately, there was a fault in the
saw which prevented any cutting and by then the heavy rain
had started. Other track work done was ballast moving from
the old track to the new by the carriage shed site. Bernard
Hales completed the installation of the loader bucket on the
tractor and took it off for a test.
Tuesday 25th February
Quite a nice day, cold to
start warming up by mid-day with the promised rain not
arriving until after work. A new record with 34 volunteers
signed in and one of our most productive days.

However, the BIG event of the day was nothing to do
with track. A fire was lit in Darent – the first time in nearly
2 years but it was not steamed.
The carriages were also being checked over for the
beginning of the season.

Darent with a fire in the firebox
Thursday 5th March
A truly bad day for
weather starting with drizzle and ending up with cold, heavy
rain.
However, it did not stop our volunteers. The track
workers finished off all the levelling and tamping.
Unfortunately, the level crossing timbers had to be removed
to sort out what was underneath it. More ballast was put
down but not all was tidied up. There is still a little more
ballasting to do.
A check of the gauge showed that the track near the foot
crossing was a bit wide of gauge. It is thought that the cause
of this is the foot of the rail being a little narrow. Some
spacers were inserted to correct this but more are needed.
Darent had a fire again but the boiler was kept at low
pressure – nearly ready to go!
Sunday 8th March
It was hoped to move

Cutting the second closure rail
After last Thursday’s failure of the band-saw to cut rail,
this time it worked fine! However, it was found that a disc
saw did the job about 30 times faster and was used to cut the
second rail. With both rails cut, the fishplate holes were
drilled and the rails fitted. It was a great relief to have all the
track back again.
Meanwhile others completed that job of moving ballast
from the old trackbed to the new. More ballast was
deposited from the wagons which were then refilled taking
almost all of our of ballast stock.
A general tidy–up was undertaken although there is still
much of that to do before trains can be run.
Thursday 27th February
A cold and wet start,
then snow but ending up sunny.
On the track all fastenings were checked for tightness
and more ballast was put down. The ground was too wet for
earth moving to fill the holes left by the old track.
A check was made on the gauge of the whole circuit and
a little work there is required.
Ballasting
by the new level crossing
Darent’s “tent” was removed showing that the work on
the loco is coming to an end – but not quite yet!
Sunday 1st March
A bright day but windy
There was some earth moving to fill the voids left by
moving the track. More ballasting was done after the ballast
train was run round the Loop several times to consolidate
the track.
Tuesday 3rd March
Some sun and no wind
which made it not unpleasant.
Most of the new track was packed and levels set by
surveying which is the first time it has been possible to do
that. For also the first time, tamping was mainly done with a
Kango hammer which seemed to do the job very well – time
will tell.

What is Dave saying when he realises he can’t move
the carriage with the crane?
Hugh Smith
the Bursledon carriage to under the flyover but the crane
was found to be unsuitable.
Tuesday 10th March
Warm
but
mainly
cloudy.
Track work involved tidying up ballast dropped last
week and then dropping more ballast on the section just
above the station siding point. The track was also raised a
little and some kinks straightened.
Down by the foot crossing the gauge was still being
checked. Shims were inserted as needed but these will
eventually be replaced by custom made spacers.
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Things were not going as well in the Steam Shed. Darent’s
steam test had been cancelled because a massive leak was
found allowing water/steam to by-pass the regulator.
Thursday 12th March
The last official working
day – the rest were really just “shutting up shop”.
Testing took place for the first modified axle set for the
Darlington carriage.
New Coach shed/loading bay area cleared of materials
ready for the groundwork to continue.
Fence painting continued.
Enclosed coach moved along beside running shed to give
it better protection.
Sunday 15th March
Some repairs were made to various sections of fencing.
2 wagons were moved to under the A316.
Fence painting continued.
The Terram along the new trackbed was tidied up and
ballast levelled.
Both hopper wagons were filled with ballast.
Tuesday 17th March
New track had final layer of ballast added.
Both the 'Devon' coaches were fully lubricated.
Further work was carried out on Darent.
All points/point lever mechanisms were cleaned and
fully lubricated - all working well.
Thursday 19th March
Concrete blocks were laid beside the new track (running
shed area) to hold the formation together until further work
is carried out.
Work on Darent continued.
Enclosed coach completely covered with tarpaulin to
protect it from the weather.
Area under oak tree raked over ready for grass seed to be
applied.
Repairs made to viewing area fence.

afford the man hours to action the other three axle strip
down so we will have to disassemble them ourselves.
Graham is going to make us a hydraulic puller and we shall
go to the works to see it in action. After the wheels are off
we shall take them back and they will fit the rings for us to
refit to the axles. Fitting the rings is quite a job as the wheels
have work hardened so drilling and tapping them for the ring
attachment screws is quite a job and we are all thankful to
Graham for donating the time to do this for us.

It’s not often we get a nice clear view of the crane

Hugh Smith

What others are doing
Our chairman thought it a good idea that volunteers wrote a
bit about what they were doing during the lock-down. Your
editor had a similar idea and wrote what follows.

A little bit of homework
Had we have realised we were going to have a lengthy
shut down we might have arranged some homework.
However, your editor inadvertently ended up with just
that.
Just before we shut down we discovered that some of the
Loop was slightly wide of gauge, up to 10mm. The concrete
sleepers used in conjunction with special spacers give the
right gauge (610mm +5, -1). However, that assumes the foot
of the rail is a certain width which in most cases it is but in
some cases it isn’t. This might mean it is a slightly different
rail section or a bit that has rusted away.
Having gone all around the Loop there was one
particular section near the foot crossing by the viewing area
which was quite bad and that was corrected using thin shims
which could probably be regarded as a permanent solution.
However, I decided we would do it properly with new
spacers which would be used only where the gauge was too
wide.
It just meant getting some 50x6mm steel bar, drilling
12.5mm holes slightly off centre and then cutting the bar
into 50mm lengths – easy! The minimum quantity of bar
was 3m which would give us 57 spacers – rather more than
we needed.
Unfortunately, this arrived just at the time we could no
longer get to Kempton. The “easy” cutting on the band saw
became a real chore as the only way to cut them was with a
hacksaw. Drilling the holes at home was not a problem.
Cutting was slow; the first one took me about 10 minutes
and a newer blade brought that time down a bit. At first I
found it difficult to do 50 strokes without a rest but after a
while that increased to 250 which was about half way

Carriage axle update Robert Leadbetter
On Thursday 12th March, Graham and his son Ashley
of Riverside Engineering, kindly spent a few hours with us
and brought back the Darlington carriage axle that they had
modified. They have attached rings to the insides of the
wheels to reduce the back to back. They finished one of
them and as you can see the modification was successful.

The modified axle running through points – note the
thick flanges
It took quite a while for Graham to remove the blocks
and the wheels as they were on a parallel shaft with the
usual woodruff key all corroded into its slot. Graham cannot
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through. Eventually I got cutting time down to about 3
minutes producing 3 a day which I reckoned used about the
same energy a walking a mile which must be good. At the
time of writing this I am nearly half way through all the
material I have but there seems little point in doing more as
there is no need for them. As Newsbrief is about to be
published, the spacers have reached the painting stage – a
nice bright red so they won’t be confused with others.
Well, it must be better than watching day-time TV which
I have avoided so far. The strange thing is that there is a
growing list of jobs to be done at home which wasn’t there
before. That was achieved simply by not having a list! Of
course, I have also been preparing Newsbrief.
From Peter Binns
Ah yes, what have I been doing during lockdown?
1 Discovering that there are lots of little jobs that seemed
(to me) too footling to bother with but which I now
understand to be vital to the existence of a happy household.
2 'Getting on' with said jobs, only some of which turn out
to be footling!*
3 Going for walks - When it was OK to go out as often
and for as long as one might wish, I didn't and so fell into
slothful habits. Now those freedoms are restricted I make
damn sure that I take exercise! Pretty obtuse really! Result: I
am feeling better than previously, my breathing is better and
my stamina is too. Oh and I've lost a few pounds. I have to
say that we are very lucky to live where we do, several
good, people free routes to choose from in pleasantly rural
settings.
However, reflected this morning how our world has
shrunk to a radius of about 2 kilometres and pace has
dropped to 'walking', rather 16th Century!
4 * Non footling - two new shelves in kitchen. using
shelves and brackets stored in the garage, in case they might
be needed (by my sons I thought). Problems, shelves too
long and wrong colour. Shortening shelves is a quickie.
Taking shelves and brackets back to bare wood is a long
task then there's varnishing, preparing the wall to put them
on, getting the heights and levels right - looks like a 12week job to me!
5 Reading the NHS texts and letters aimed at keeping me
out of hospital for as long as possible (note: not forever!).
Trying not to get overly depressed by it all.
6 Engaging in distant socialising with neighbours - Our
close, in plan is like the second most prominent feature of
the Cerne Abbas Giant (i.e. NOT the club) so there is plenty
of room in the 'factory' area for the 8 households to stand
(Thursdays -8pm) or sit (Sundays 11am) and chat in loud
voices across the 3-6 metres between us.
7 Discovering some unmade Metcalf Models N gauge
building kits and getting some made to tart up/rejuvenate my
first layout - Greendale Junction. Before and after pix may
follow, once I get to the 'After' point.
8 ZOOM meetings, some with beer, some with beer and
crisps (an essential (?) food item), some with beer and a
sandwich, others with just people. We have seen our nephew
in Edinburgh more often over the last 4 weeks than we
usually do in a year!
9 Watching the nightly pantomime or The Trumpety
Trumpety Trump Show - We've had the 'Fantastic Feds and
Gloomy Governors' and Righteous Republicans and
Dastardly Democrats' episodes - what's next? Walking on
Water?
10 Some gardening but not the garden railway yet - there
are still some magnolia petals to fall, but then it will be time

to get some fettling done. By which time the rain will
probably have set in. So all in all very few spare moments!!
Thanks for reading this, if you have!
Hope you are keeping well
From: Gordon Wickens
We are both Safe and Well and we are Currently
Furlough work wise until 31st May .
I have been doing lots of walking, Gardening, sorting out
all the jobs around the house that i have been putting off for
ages.
Improving my “0” gauge Garden Railway and keeping
myself busy.
I am happy to keep in touch with my fellow volunteers.
Stay Safe and Well
From: Les Munckton
I have been keeping myself busy, happy to share with
members. List of jobs is growing, these were things that
needed doing but Sandra was too polite to ask!

Darent in steam after rebuild

Jerry Scholefield

Bill Best
As we go to press with this edition we hear that Bill
Best has died at the age of almost 90 on April 6th. Bill
was not only a Society member but also a very good
friend to our railway by supplying us with various bits
and pieces that we needed. Bill was brought up in
Feltham and was one of the very few people left who
could remember the original NG railway.
He also owned and ran the Bredgar & Wormshill
Railway in the grounds of his house, the future of which
must now be uncertain.
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to be dismantled; the first available day was very wet so the
job was postponed. The next few days were not much better
but we did start digging on 7th January.
The start of the deviation was a couple of lengths passed
the station siding point. The first couple of lengths near the
start were slewed over and a few more lifted. A couple were
re-laid but without the supervision of our civil engineer,
David Lewis. It was not correct and had to be re-laid later as
there was a plan for the track laying and it was to be laid to
within a few millimetres.
There was an awful lot of soil to be dug out for the new
route and we made a special gauge which sat on the old

The Great Track Re-alignment
It is only as I gather together the photos and reports for
this article that the magnitude and quality of what we did
become clear. This was only possible by the number of
volunteers who turned up and their professionalism – well
done everyone.
Most of the details of this are contained in the working
party reports but it seems a good idea for this article to pull
all the reports together.
Firstly, why was it necessary? Well, we need covered
accommodation for rolling stock and for working on these
vehicles. Space was tight and leaving the track where it was
would have allowed us a two track shed but with nowhere to
work. That would have been a waste of money so the track
had to be moved over about two metres to give enough
clearance. Moving the track had some other advantages as
the curves could be eased and a few kinks removed.
There was talk of doing the work over the winter of
2018/9 but we weren’t quite ready so it was delayed a year.
With the Santa Specials finishing on December 15th and
the new season starting on March 21st we should, in theory,
have had 14 weeks to complete the work. The laying of the
original Loop took over a year and we were now relaying
about half of it. On the plus side was the fact we were now
working three days a week instead of just one.
However, before we could start the “tunnel” (Grotto) had

This is about where the new trackbed crosses the old
track and gave the depth needed for 100mm of ballast under
the sleepers. The old track generally did not have that much
with the result that a lot more ballast was put back than was
taken out. At this point it looked a long way to the “King
point” which marked the end of the relayed section. The
clock was running and we still had over half the track to lift!

7th January – trench dug to be filled with ballast
before track slewed onto it.

28th January – It’s times like this when you wonder if
it was all such a good idea!
It should be noted that about here (by the compost heap)
the new track line swung outside the Loop by about 0.5m
before swinging in again to cross the old alignment. This
was to avoid having a very tight curve; the minimum radius
on this deviation is 25m and our aim is for a minimum of
20m radius anywhere on the main line.

9th January – spoil being moved from the inside
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As the work moved on alongside the carriage shed site,
the spoil from the new trackbed was piled onto the cleared
site itself. As it was all loose material and wasn’t going to

Looking a bit better now with the ballast down and
the sleepers (left) repositioned.
stay there long it was easy enough to push it into the void
left when the track and ballast was removed from the old
alignment. Alongside the shed the track is straight. The
opposite side of the track is known as the “performance
area” and is where Ghost Night and Santa’s Grotto will be.
It is planned that the “tunnel” roof will be supported by one
side of the shed. If we have three carriages next year as
hoped, then the front and back of the train will be on the
curve with the view at a slight angle.

4th Feb - A cross drain was put in near the level crossing
produced a shortage as when the line was built only just
enough sleepers were made. Fortunately, relaying part of the
loading siding with 35lb rail (some while ago) released just

Here the straight section (performance area) can be
seen.
The track layers thought that on the old track some of the
sleeper spacings were a bit too wide and it would be a good
idea to make sure that sleepers were closer together at the
joints. Putting an extra sleeper every rail length soon

Almost finished track by the compost heap
enough spares but it took it some searching to find enough
spacers and it took a trip to Screwfix provide enough nuts
and spring washers.

13th February & there are still sleepers to move
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The level crossing gates and posts had already been
removed (one side, quite a while back) but the timbers
remained in place until almost the last minute as the digger
needed to get across. Removing the timbers proved difficult
as some screw heads were well buried in the wood and
rusted in. With a lot of BF & I the timbers were removed
and surprisingly some timbers were fit for reuse.
The other end of the track was looking close now but
frustratingly as fast as track was being laid it was being
lifted at the other side of the gap. The track realignment here
(just passed the running shed) was mainly to remove a kink
which had been there right from the beginning of the Loop.
It had never quite seemed worth the effort to remove it. At
last the point was reached where the closure rails had to be
cut. One was fairly short and was taken to “Hounslow Hall”
to be cut on the bandsaw (easier than taking the saw to the
rail, it was thought, because it did not require a generator
there!). Having gone to all the bother of setting it up, it had
only cut about 1/8” before the safety trip operated. Several
more attempts were made with the same result. By then the
forecast heavy rain had just started and it was decided to
leave it for another day. A later test of the bandsaw showed
no problem.
The next work day the bandsaw behaved fine although it
took a while to cut. With a new blade it usually takes about
10 minutes but this time it took about 30 minutes.
Meanwhile, David Lewis had got out his pull-over saw to
cut the other rail. It was claimed it would cut steel but was
this asking too much? No, it whipped through the rail in
about 30 seconds with a nice square cut unlike the bandsaw
which tends to wander.
Next job was to drill the fishplate holes which is not
always straightforward but this time it was and the Loop was
a loop once more.
It was great relief but it was not the end of the job. That
was 25th February – less than a month to go. A simple but
boring job was to tighten up all the sleeper nuts and fishplate
bolts. That was continued onto the old track; another job
ticked off. Meanwhile, more ballast was deposited and
tamping was taking place. It was all done differently to the
past; with someone who knew how to check levels (David
Lewis) we were able to check it all as we tamped. We could
also set the cant at the same time. The sleepers were packed
with a spade but then further compressed with a Kango
hammer. Sometimes this reduced the height of the ballast by
as much as 3”. It will be interesting to see how well this
goes after a few weeks running. Eventually we hope to get a
Kango with a hooked tool to get under the sleepers. We have
the tool and the hammer but not the right one!
Finally, a check was made to ease the gradients where
possible. There was a little problem about the level crossing
boards. These had been fitted rather too early, before
packing and levelling had been done so the boards had to be
removed again which proved only a little easier than the first
time. The level crossing has been moved slightly north. The
gates have not been replaced yet and only one set will be
used as the outer set would be in the way of the track into

the carriage shed.
Of course, this work has shortened the Loop, 1.94m to be
precise.

Our Planet diesel

Hugh Smith

The Planet diesel on loan to us was built by F.C. Hibberd
& Co. Ltd. of Park Royal (trade name "Planet") in 1956 to
Thurrock UDC for use at their Marsh Farm Sewage Works
near Tilbury. It had a 2-cylinder 23/25 h.p. Lister engine

At Marsh Farm 15/06/56

Chris Down

driving through a 2-speed gearbox. The sewage works
railway closed in 1975 and the loco moved to Alan Keef's
then premises in Oxfordshire in 1980. The accompanying
photo shows it at Marsh Farm.

Collectors Fair, Chiswick 14th March
We had a stand organised by Hugh Smith with help
from John Fevyer and Jim Castle. Our stock was selected
books donated to the railway. It went very well indeed,
considering that the attendance was barely one third of the
usual number. We grossed £212 (almost equal to 70 adult
fares on the railway) so after deducting the stand rental of
£35 we were left with a profit of £177. Thanks to John
Fevyer and Jim Castle as I couldn't have done it all on my
own.
We will go again next year and, unless it's cancelled,
will attend another similar event at the same venue on
4th.July this year.

Darent Update – April 2020
With the boiler insulation material in place the lower
cladding plates were offered up and held in place with the
clamp rings and the external ‘throat’ cladding plate. Next we
installed the cab lower side panels because they provide the
rear mounting points for the saddle tank and the following
Sunday morning (Feb 2nd), with the help of Dave & the
crane, lifted the saddle tank into its approximate position
and took the rest of the day to get it fully fitted.
As pointed out in previous issues, the boiler with its new
barrel sits slightly further forward in the frames than it used
to but the saddle tank, mounted on the cab panels and the
smoke box stays in its original position. This meant that the
injector pipework no longer fitted and had to be annealed
and carefully re-shaped to follow the difficult pathway from
the steam dome, rearwards into the cab and to the
controlling valves, then closely beside the boiler avoiding
the water control levers and finally, forwards out of the cab
to the injectors themselves. The pipework between the

The railway is now this much shorter
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injectors and the clack valves needed the same treatment as
it had to be ‘lengthened’ by a few millimetres by softening
the bends.
Next we set about setting the fire bars in place, having
used the angle grinder to ensure they were a loose fit in the
fire box.

The saddle tank arrives back

small leaks but could not completely seal the right hand
clack valve flange so the next day we partially drained the
boiler, removed the clack valve and took a good look at the
flange sealing surfaces. We found some high spots on the
boiler side and spent several hours carefully scraping and
filing to get the surface flat.

JS

We had a bit of a panic over lost firebox door handle &
links. I knew we had painted them at Kew but couldn’t find
them anywhere and became convinced they had somehow
got buried and lost there. Months later, when moving the
resprayed cab panels out of my lock-up garage, I moved a
dust sheet that had fallen on the floor and much to my
embarrassment and relief, found the handle & links neatly
laid out there.
Re-assembling and fitting the gauge glasses was time
consuming and delicate operation as we had two new
spindles to fit and a new set of graphite seals that have to be
very carefully pressed into place with a special tool,
ensuring the moulded-in ‘key’ fits neatly down the slot.
Fitting the chimney is also less than straight forward as the
base casting is hollow and could collect condensate that
would eventually find its way down the outside of the
smokebox, leaving a mess of rusty streaks. To overcome
this, we have fitted an internal sleeve that that bypasses the
casting and projects slightly into the smokebox. The void
was then sealed using heat resistant, expanding foam which
in turn is sealed with heat resistant silicone mastic. It’s a
messy job because the foam continues to expand for a
couple of hours, dripping down all over the bottom of the
smokebox but Josh had it all under control!
On 3rd and 5th March we lit a fire and fixed a number of

Regulator body mounting holes enlarged

On Sunday 8 March we made an early start, filled the
boiler and lit a fire to carry out a final check before the

Regulator slide cleaned

Regulator body after cleaning

JS

th

JS

‘inspection in service’, booked for the following Tuesday.
To everyone’s disappointment the regulator failed to cut off
the steam supply to the cylinders and we had to cancel the
inspection. We spent ‘inspection day’ taking off the top of
the steam dome and removing the regulator. The regulator
mounting bolts were tight but we found that the steam pipe
clamp bolts were NOT! The copper sealing ring looks to be
in good condition but it needs to be clamped up tight to do
the job. I took the regulator-with-slide home to clean up the
sealing surfaces as they looked a bit corroded after being out
of use for nearly two years. I have also machined out the
regulator body mounting holes to give a little more

JS
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clearance. This will allow us to fully tighten the steam pipe
clamp bolts to ensure a good seal before tightening the
regulator body onto its boiler bracket.
When we are allowed back on the scene, we have a
couple of day’s work before the next trial steaming,
hopefully soon followed by the “inspection in service”.

MWBRS committee
President: Bryan Woodriff, email:bryan@woodriff.co.uk
 020 8979 8272
Chairman: Colin Clode mobile 07790 830838
email colin@clode.org.uk

Allan Roberts New Volunteer Co-ordinator.

Vice Chairman & Estates: John Fevyer
Secretary, John Faulkner, 22 Wolseley Avenue
London, SW19 8BQ
email: john.faulkner@blueyonder.co.uk

I am pleased to be appointed
to the role of Volunteer Coordinator for the Society. It is a
role that I am looking forward to
and the undoubted challenges it
will present.
As the railway has progressed
from its initial beginnings and
moves into a more complex
operation the need for more volunteers has become urgent.
This is particularly apparent during our running weekends
when availability of railway operational volunteers can
prove to be problematic, such as Fireman, Engine Drivers,
Guards and Ticket Office staff. Additionally, there are
requirements for Administration, Finance, Sales, and many
other positions. Training will be given for all positions
where necessary. Therefore, my principle aims will be as
follows:
· Initiate a recruitment programme to increase the
number of volunteers
· Recruit volunteers with specific skills and expertise for
MWBRS future requirements
· Be responsible for the induction of new volunteers
· Be a point of contact and support for volunteers.
Though this is not the ideal time to start a recruitment
programme, I am looking forward to the challenge and will
be pleased to hear from you with ideas, contacts and any
other volunteer issues.
I can be contacted at: allan.roberts@hamptonkemptonrailway.org.uk
Mobile: 07947073916

Treasurer and Operations Manager :Bernard Chorley,
email bernard@chorleyland.co.uk
Volunteer Co-ordinator, Allan Roberts
email allan.roberts@hamptonkemptonrailway.org.uk
Mobile: 07947073916
Newsbrief Editor & Track Supervisor Jim Hewett,
1, Lavender Vale, Wallington, Surrey. SM6 9QR
 020 8669 1721 Mobile 0747 600 4647
email heritagejim@yahoo.co.uk
Safety Officer Jim Castle
email jimandursula@blueyonder.co.uk
_
Mechanical Engineer
Dick Scholefield
Civil Engineer

David Lewis

Membership Brian Turner, 3, Longs Court, Crown Terrace,
Richmond, Surrey. TW9 2JS 07913849154 Email
mwbrs-members@hamptonkemptonrailway.org.uk.
Publicity - Linda Roberts
Fund raising Colin Clode
Society email address mwbrsoffice@gmail.com
KGE Museum & our office  01932 765328

Newsbrief is the newsletter of the Metropolitan Water
Board Railway Society which supports the Hampton &
Kempton Waterworks Railway Limited in its endeavours to
restore the former narrow gauge railway. The Company’s
No. is 08428299 and is registered as Charity No. 1166913
Website:- http://www.hamptonkemptonrailway.org.uk/

Society mobile on running or working days (to speak to Person
in Charge)  07511 730782

Editor: Jim Hewett. 1, Lavender Vale, Wallington,
Surrey, SM6 9QR 020 8669 1721
email heritagejim@yahoo.co.uk
Newsbrief is published mid January, April, July &
October. Press date 1st of same month

H&KWR Ltd Company Secretary (for donations) Anthony
Eaton, Little Danes, The Street, Betchworth, RH3 7DJ.
01737 844314

To contact any committee member not listed use
mwbrsoffice@gmail.com

We are still looking for a book keeper, someone to keep
the accounts up to date. This is not a particularly onerous
task and it does not carry the responsibility of the Treasurer.
Contact Bernard Chorley if you would like to do this job.
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